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Abstract: Golfers aim to hit the golf ball correctly and maximize its displacement. It is necessary to 
predict shaft movement during a golf swing via simulation in order to determine the appropriate 
shaft for each individual golfer’s swing. Our previous study simulating golf club movement during 
the golf swing demonstrated 3D club movement via a finite element method simulation model with 
shaft flexibility. In this study, we added torque, taking into account the combination of grip 
acceleration and club head centroid, to the simulation model. In order to determine the influence of 
the torque, we then compared the measured and simulated results of shaft deflection and club head 
kinematics [HS (club head speed), Path (path angle), AA (attack angle), and FA (face angle)]. There 
was no significant torque influence for HS, AA, or shaft deflection. However, the Path and FA 
simulations were close to the measured values. 
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1. Introduction 

The characteristics of drivers are especially important to golfers in order to correctly hit the golf 
ball and maximize its displacement. Several studies have reported the influence of golf shaft stiffness 
on club head kinematics experimentally [1,2]. Moreover, most studies on the prediction of golf club 
movement during the swing have used either multibody dynamics [3,4] or a finite element method 
(FEM) golf club model [5]. Our previous study simulating golf club movement during the golf swing 
demonstrated 3D club movement via a FEM simulation model with shaft flexibility [6,7]. However, 
the influence of grip acceleration on the club head during the golf swing was not investigated with 
this simulation model. Therefore, in this study, we added torque, taking into account the combination 
of grip acceleration and club head centroid, to the simulation model and investigated its influence. 

2. Method 

2.1. Model of Golf Club 

In our previous study [6], we modelled a golf club using FEM with a Euler-Bernoulli beam-type 
element [8–10]. This model is divided into three parts: the grip, consisting of six elements, the shaft, 
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consisting of 16 elements, and the club head (Figure 1). The grip elements are considered as a spring 
model. 

2.2. Motion Equation 

The motion equation for a golf club is determined by FEM with a Euler-Bernoulli beam-type 
element [5,8–10]. Then, for each element, the mass and stiffness matrices are calculated by energy 
law. For the club head, the inertia is determined by the club head’s mass and moment of inertia. The 
total mass matrix [M] and total stiffness matrix [K] are computed by combining the matrices of each 
element. The damping matrix [C] is computed using a modal damping matrix theory on the shaft 
elements. Finally, taking into account the potential energy of the golfer’s grip, our complete motion 
equation is obtained by:  

[푀]퐝̈ + [퐶]퐝̇ + [퐾]퐝 = 	퐅 (1) 

F indicates a generalized force and d indicates the displacement of the node and the angle of 
displacement. The generalized force for each node of the club elements is determined by a pendulum 
model (Figure 2). On this pendulum model, the origin point of the inertial coordinate system is put 
on a golf ball placed on a tee. We then define the rotation coordinate system on the grip end of the 
golf club. Angle velocity vector 흎	 and angular acceleration vector 흎	̇  are computed on this rotation 
coordinate system. Acceleration vector 	퐫	̈	 is computed on the inertial coordinate system. Using these 
data, the generalized force is obtained by: 

퐅 = − 〈[푵]푻 [흎][흎]흆 + 흎̇ 흆 + [푺]푻 퐫̈ − 퐠 〉 +
ퟎퟏퟑퟐ×ퟏ

−퐦풉풆풂풅([푺]푻 퐫̈ − 퐠 + [흎][흎]흆풆풏풅+ 흎̇ 흆풆풏풅)
−([흎][푱]흎+ [푱]흎̇)

 (2) 

[N] indicates shape function and 	퐠 is the gravity component on the inertial coordinate system. 	흆 
is the vector for the direction from the grip end to an arbitrary point on the club element and 흆풆풏풅	 is 
the vector for the direction from the grip end to the final node of the golf club. [S] is the coordinate 
transform matrix that converts the inertial coordinate system to the rotation coordinate system. 	흎 
indicates the antisymmetric tensor of the angle velocity vector and the angle bracket is the mass integral. 
[푱] is the moment of inertia tensor around the club head’s centroid. mhead is the club head’s mass [6]. 

 
Figure 1. Physical model with multistage beam. The model is divided into three parts: the golfer’s 
grip part considered as a spring model, shaft, and head. 

 
Figure 2. Vectors demonstrating each position on the golf club model. r is the vector for the direction 
from the ball position to the grip end and ρ is the vector for the direction from the grip end to the 
origin of an arbitrary node on the shaft coordinate. d is the displacement of the node. 
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2.3. Deflection Torque for Each Club Node 

In our previous study [7], we investigated the influence of the torque generated by shaft 
deflection (hereafter: def-torque). t indicates the arbitrary time and Δt is the sampling period. First, 
we define the displacement of the i-th node at t as d(i) (t). We then define the generalized force acting 
on the i-th node at t + Δt as F(i) (t + Δt) . The def-torque T(i) (t + Δt) at t + Δt is generated by vector cross 
product d(i) (t) and F(i) (t + Δt) as below: 

퐓( )(푡 + ∆푡) = 퐝( )(푡) × 퐅( )(푡 + ∆푡) (3) 

This torque is considered to act to the i-th node (Figure 3). Finally, calculating Equation (3) in all 
nodes, def-torque was added to Equation (2). 

2.4. Head-Torque Caused by Grip Acceleration  

In this study, we considered the influence of grip acceleration on the club head. The torque, 
taking account of the combination of the grip acceleration and the position of the club head centroid, 
was added to Equation (2). This torque (hereafter: Head-torque) is obtained by: 

퐓 = m 휌 × ([푆] (퐫̈ − 퐠)) (4) 

흆풉풆풂풅	 is the vector for the direction from the final node of the shaft to the club head centroid 
(Figure 4). mhead is the club head’s mass, and [푆]푻(퐫̈ − 퐠) is the acceleration vector of the grip end on 
the rotation coordinate system. 

 
Figure 3. Deflection torque at the i-th element. We define the displacement of the i-th node at t as d(i) 
(t). We then define the generalized force acting on the i-th node at t + Δt as F(i) (t + Δt). The deflection 
torque T(i) (t + Δt) at t + Δt is generated by vector cross product d(i) (t) and F(i) (t + Δt). 

 
Figure 4. Head-torque is the combination of the grip acceleration and the position of the club head 
centroid. 흆 		 is the vector for the direction from the final node of the shaft to the club head centroid. 

3. Analysis Method 

3.1. Experimental Measurements 

Shaft movement during the swing was measured with a motion capture system (Vicon Blade). 
The sampling frequency was 500 [Hz] and markers were attached to the grip, tip of the shaft, and 
head (Figure 5). The examinee was an average golfer, and measurements were taken 10 times. 
Measured data of all markers were filtered using a 20 Hz low-pass filter. The rotation coordinate 
system on the grip was composed of three directions (the toe direction, face direction, and shaft axis 
direction) generated by using the markers attached to the grip (Figure 5). Using this coordinate 
system and the position of the marker attached to the tip of shaft, we computed the measured 
deflection of the shaft’s tip in the toe and face directions.  
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In this study, club head kinematics at ball impact were computed in order to investigate the 
influence of the Head-torque. Club head speed, path angle, attack angle, and face angle were 
computed by using the position of the markers attached to the club head [11]. The club head speed 
(hereafter: HS) was defined as the average velocity of the markers ranging from just before ball impact 
to ball impact. The club head orientation angles were computed relative to the inertial coordinate 
system. First, the trajectory of the middle point of the markers was projected on a plane composed of 
the X (front-back direction) and Y (target line direction) axes in the inertial coordinate system. The 
path angle (hereafter: Path) was defined as the angle between this trajectory and the Y axis in the 
inertial coordinate system (Figure 6). Moreover, the trajectory of the middle point of the markers was 
projected on a plane composed of the Y and Z (vertical direction) axes in the inertial coordinate 
system. The attack angle (hereafter: AA) was defined as the angle between this trajectory and the Y 
axis in the inertial coordinate system (Figure 7). Furthermore, the vector linking the markers was 
projected on a plane composed of the X and Y axes in the inertial coordinate system at ball impact. 
The face angle (hereafter: FA) was defined as the angle between this vector and the X axis in the 
inertial coordinate system (Figure 8). Ball impact was defined as the previous moment when either 
marker attached to the club head pass through the origin point of the inertial coordinate system. 

 
Figure 5. Markers were attached to the grip, tip of the shaft, and head. The rotation coordinate system 
on the grip was composed of three directions (the toe direction, face direction, and shaft axis 
direction). Using this coordinate system and the position of the marker attached to the tip of the shaft, 
we computed the measured deflection of the tip of the shaft in the toe and face direction. 

 

Figure 6. Definition of Path. 

 
Figure 7. Definition of AA. 

 

Figure 8. Definition of FA. 
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3.2. Simulation  

Using the measured data and Equations (2)–(4), we computed each generalized force. By 
inputting each generalized force into Equation (1), we computed the deflection of the shaft during 
the swing from address to ball impact, and club head kinematics at ball impact with the Newmark β 
method (β = 1/4). The simulation model was programed by MATLAB.  

4. Results and Discussions  

4.1. Comparison of Measured and Simulated Results of Club Shaft Deflection  

We established the measured and simulated results of deflection in the toe and face directions 
in an arbitrary trial (Figures 9 and 10). In these figures, the blue line is the measured result, the red 
line is the simulated result with Head-torque, the green line is the simulated result without Head-
torque, the square (□) is the address timing (−1.584 [s]), the asterisk (*) is the top timing (−0.304 [s]), 
and the circle (○) is the impact timing defined as 0 [s]. In order to investigate the influence of the Head-
torque, we compared these simulated results with the measured results. First, we computed the 
difference every 10 trials between the measured and simulated deflection values at the top and at ball 
impact. Moreover, the mean value of all differences were computed using the results with Head-torque 
and results without Head-torque, respectively (Table 1). As shown in Table 1, there was no significant 
difference between the simulated values with Head-torque and values without Head-torque. Therefore, 
club shaft deflection was not influenced by the Head-torque generated by grip acceleration. 

 

Figure 9. Comparison of measured and simulated results of deflection in the toe direction. 

 

Figure 10. Comparison of measured and simulated results of deflection in the face direction. 

Table 1. Difference between measured and simulated results of club shaft deflection. 

 Toe-Top (mm) Face-Top (mm) Toe-Impact (mm) Face-Impact (mm) 
Sim(no-Head-torque) 11.3 ± 2.7 9.9 ± 6.0 4.0 ± 2.3 12.9 ± 6.5 

Sim(Head-torque) 10.0 ± 2.7 9.8 ± 6.0 3.5 ± 2.8 9.0 ± 6.1 
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4.2. Comparison of Measured and Simulated Results of Club Head Kinematics  

The club head kinematics at ball impact every 10 trials are shown in Figures 11–14. In these 
figures, the horizontal axis is the simulated value, the vertical axis is the measured value, the circle 
marks (●) are the results with Head-torque, and the triangle marks (▲) is the results without Head-
torque. Moreover, the mean value and standard deviation of the difference between the measured 
and simulated values were computed in order to analyse the influence of the Head-torque (Table 2). 
In comparing the values in Table 2, it was found that Path, and FA in this study, particularly, were 
close to the measured values, but HS and AA were not. In more detail, for Head-torque, the mean 
value of FA was lower than that of our previous study. As a result, it was concluded that the Head-
torque generated by grip acceleration seems to allow the club head to rotate a bit more at ball impact.  

 

Figure 11. Comparison of measured and simulated results of HS. The triangle marks (▲) show the 
result without Head-torque, and the circle marks (●) show Head-torque. 

 

Figure 12. Comparison of measured and simulated results of Path. The triangle marks (▲) show the 
result without Head-torque, and the circle marks (●) show Head-torque. 
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Figure 13. Comparison of measured and simulated results of AA. The triangle marks (▲) show the 
result without Head-torque, and the circle marks (●) show Head-torque. 

 

Figure 14. Comparison of measured and simulated results of FA. The triangle marks (▲) show the 
result without Head-torque, and the circle marks (●) show Head-torque. 

Table 2. Difference between measured and simulated results of club head kinematics. 

 HS (m/s) Path (deg) AA (deg) FA (deg) 
Sim(no-Head-torque) 0.5 ± 0.4 0.6 ± 0.3 1.2 ± 0.3 8.1 ± 1.0 

Sim(Head-torque) 0.5 ± 0.4 0.1 ± 0.2 1.2 ± 0.3 0.6 ± 1.1 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper, in order to investigate the influence of grip acceleration on the club head during a 
golf swing, Head-torque was added to our simulation model, and we computed the shaft deflection 
during the swing and the club head kinematics at ball impact. We reached the following conclusions: 

(1) The deflection of the tip of the shaft was not influenced by the Head-torque generated by grip 
acceleration. 

(2) The HS and AA simulations was not influenced by the Head-torque generated by grip 
acceleration. 

(3) Considering the influence of the Head-torque generated by grip acceleration, the Path and FA 
simulations was close to the measured values. 
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